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Ready to chat...

BaylenBaylen Hi good evening!

Who do I have the pleasure of chatting with today?

YouYou I just received an email regarding order # 851379972 However this was supposed to have been

canceled earlier today

YouYou rosanna spada

BaylenBaylen Rosanna, I have checked the order and see that it is cancelled.

BaylenBaylen I apologize for the confusion due to the email.

YouYou The reason it was cancelled however is unclear to me.

BaylenBaylen I see that the order was cancelled as the item went out of stock.

YouYou The email is incorrect. We had an installer, but Sears did something incorrect and had the pickup

location 2000 miles away which was not going to work for the installer- obviously

YouYou no that isn't the reason

YouYou it was in stock and just fine. We ordered on the 19th, and someone was supposed to get in touch

with us the next day. that never happened and by the time we got in touch with who was supposed to install,
they then saw that it wasn't going to be delivered to our local store or my home. Then it suddenly"went out of
stock"

BaylenBaylen I apologize for the confusion due to the  email. As the order got cancelled a complete refund

will reflect within 3-5 business days.

YouYou I am aware of that

YouYou I spent 5 hours on the phone today w Sears

YouYou The email is not accurate
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YouYou It was not cancelled due to unavailability of installers in my area

YouYou you're sending out false emails

YouYou Why does the email state I can pick up the item at a Colorado address? Where do they get that

address from? I live no where near there, why would they suggest I can pick up it there if I'd like?

BaylenBaylen I apologize for the trouble caused on this order.

I see that the email was sent from our installation team. 

I would suggest you to place the order, choosing only delivery to your address.

YouYou I have done that

BaylenBaylen Once the item delivers we have option to call installation team so they will install the item.

YouYou I have a problem with Sears emailing me false information and will be reporting that

BaylenBaylen Let me explain the details regarding the email.

YouYou please do...

BaylenBaylen As per our installation team, we don't have installer available at your location. 

If you add the installation the item will be delivered to installation team so they will deliver and install the item.

BaylenBaylen Due to unavailability of the installation the installation was cancelled.

YouYou The installer was available. I spoke with them and was scheduled for 6/29

YouYou So again, Sears is providing false information and I will be posting this to many social media

channels

BaylenBaylen I would suggest you to speak with the installation team right away.

YouYou let me ask you this questions- What is my location ?

YouYou What do you have as my location that there is not an installer available?

BaylenBaylen The location is 

3905 NE 170th st, 
NORTH MIAMI BEACH

YouYou Also- wouldn't someone let us know that there isn't an installer available? Or does Sears just

cancel items without telling the consumer?

YouYou I never heard from Sears.. I made all the calls myself

BaylenBaylen We're dedicated to online sales, so we don't have authorization to check the installation

details.
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BaylenBaylen I will share the installation team contact # so you can speak with them right away.

YouYou I have that #

YouYou The order was cancelled so it doesn't matter at this point

YouYou I have placed a new order and that should be here July 3rd

BaylenBaylen The installation has been cancelled.

BaylenBaylen That's great!

YouYou Do you show that on your end?

BaylenBaylen Can I have the order #?

YouYou Its not really great. I have no stove for over 8 days now and then another 10 days

YouYou 851789423

YouYou new order #

BaylenBaylen Got it.

YouYou says scheduled for delivery July 3rd.

BaylenBaylen I see that a new order placed by our representative honoring same price.

BaylenBaylen The item will be shipped on 07/03/201707/03/2017

YouYou yes, after an order was placed in between these 2 orders and that was suddenly cancelled by

Sears yet again

YouYou Ok and delivered to the North Miami Beach address you mentioned above, correct

YouYou ?

BaylenBaylen I have reported this to our installation team.

YouYou I confirmed this 3 times before placing the order so I'm sure the info is all correct

YouYou 3905 NE 170th St

BaylenBaylen The address is correct.

YouYou North Miami Beach FL 33160

BaylenBaylen Correct.

BaylenBaylen Are there any other questions I can assist you with today?

YouYou when i click on the order # from my email, it takes me to sears and shows me all the order detail.
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Why does it have this random Colorado address on the left side?

BaylenBaylen Please rest assured the address is correct.

BaylenBaylen You are getting an error on the website this is the reason the address is showing wrong.

BaylenBaylen The address mentioned is Rosanna,Spada

BaylenBaylen 3905 NE 170th st

BaylenBaylen North Miami Beach

BaylenBaylen FL

BaylenBaylen 33160

BaylenBaylen This is the correct address.

BaylenBaylen You don't need to worry about it.

YouYou Ok so delivery to this address on July 3?

BaylenBaylen The items will be shipped from our warehouse on July 03. Please rest assured.

As you went through all this we will honor a $20 worth of points to your rewards account.

You will able to use those points on any Sears or Kmart items.

BaylenBaylen The validity is 1 year.

YouYou Thank you, i just want this final order to go through without yet another issue. I took time off of

work to try and resolve this and I shouldn't have to do that, I don't work for Sears.

Your chat history has been emailed to you.

BaylenBaylen We appreciate your understanding and  patience on this. Please feel free to chat with us in

case you face any issue. 

BaylenBaylen We make sure that we will able to fix this issue so you don't need to work on the orders.

BaylenBaylen You can directly chat with us in case you face any issue.

We are going to send your transcript to ro925@pobox.comro925@pobox.com when this chat has ended. Would you like to 

We are going to send your transcript to ro925@pobox.comro925@pobox.com when this chat has ended. Would you like to 
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